l The mortar may be from site 22 or site 19, but this is not certain.
The basalt mortar is 7.3 em. high, 11.6 em. in diameter at the top and 8.6 em. in diameter at the base. The walls are 1.6 em. thick at the rim and the cavity is 4.0 em. deep. The bottom and interior are undecorated. The design is incised with firm lines on the outside wall of the mortar, and when the mortar is in normal position (Le., resting on the base), the faces point upward toward the rim, the forefeet grasping the edge. The design is thus inverted, and has been shown in "normal" perspective in the accompanying drawing.
ANALYSIS OF DESIGN PANELS
The exterior surface of the mortar is divisible into four separate "panels" (A-D). The bottom surface and interior are plain.
Panel A. An animal's face with the ears on top the head. A square between the ears may represent a headdress or hat, or may simply be a filler for a blank area. Beside each cheek are two hands or feet which look like bear paws. Above the head is a lateral section contining two similar feet and two triangles. These may be simply decorative elements, but they may also represent schematicalty the hinder end of the animal, with only the feet pointed laterally and the tail represented by the space between the two triangles. A native artist of the Northwest Coast would probably interpret this whole panel as representing a .complete animal (bear?).2 If the design is a complete animal, the square between the ears may represent the body of the animal. A small inverted face to the right is more difficult to explain; it may be simply a filler between the design of Panels A and B. Steward· has discussed the peculiar carved art development of the Columbia River, pointing out that it is a peculiar conventionalized style which contains features of the Northwest Coast, Plateau, and Plains areas. In the later final report by Strong, Schenck and Steward 6 is a further treatment of the Columbia Valley carved art style represented by bone and stone carvings, and petroglyphs. 6 The style bears two main elements, one naturalistic, the other geometric. These authors state: 7 It seems probable, therefore, that the naturalistic element in the stone sculpture and bone carving of our region [Dalles-Deschutes) was derived in relatively recent pre-Caucasian times from the northwest coast via the lower Columbia River.... In general it would seem that geometric deco ration ... points up rather than down the Columbia as the source of diffusion into our region. It would therefore appear that the elaborate art characteristic of the later pre-Caucasian period in the Dalles-Deschutes region shows a unique local blending of realistic style from down river with a geometric art from up stream. In this blending of plateau and coast styles, the latter appears to have been the strongest....
To those familiar with the distinctive Northwest Coast art style, a casual glance at the design on the mortar presented here will suggest close kinship. Closer inspection, however, will show that the style is similar but not by any means identical. I list below several design elements which show resemblance clearly to either the art of the North Coast proper or the local and specialized Columbia Valley style which is in part ances tral to that of the Northwest Coast.
These design elements require some discussion. The typical Northwest Coast eye is realistic with a round eyeball between two outer curves representing the upper and lower eyelids. The simple eye consisting of two concentric oval lines occurs rarely here, but is the only type of eye in the Columbia River art. Suggestion of its northern par entage may be gained from the pear-shaped eye in Panel C8 which can be interpreted as a transitional form. Most of the other design elements are closely similar to Columbia Valley forms, and only vaguely reminiscent of these from the southern British Columbia coast. What I have called "syntax" is important for in this feature the resemblance is decidedly with the typical Northwest Coast art style. The naturalistic element is clearly derived from the coast area to the north, as earlier authors have pointed out. 9 The geometric element in the mortar design is less apparent than in the carved bone figures shown by Steward. It seems clear that the mortar design is done in the specialized Columbia Valley style, and that between the naturalistic art of the Northwest Coast and the geometric art of the Plateau the resemblance is most close to the former, since the geometric elements are minimized. Presumably this decorated mortar dates from a time when the coast influence was dominant over that of the plateau.
